Sub.: Result of recruitment in Group ‘D’ post against Scouts & Guides Quota for the year 2018-19.

In the written examination held on 19.03.2019 for Group- ‘D’ post followed by marks on certificates for recruitment against Scouts & Guides Quota for the year 2018-19, the following candidates have been declared suitable and empanelled for appointment in Group ‘D’ post (GP-1800) in order of merit subject to further verification of documents (age, education qualification & Scouts/Guides certificates) and medical fitness before appointment.

1. VISHAL KUMAR DUDHRAJ (SGD- 70)
2. ABHIJIT PAUL (SGD- 05)
3. MOUSHUMI KAR (SGD- 59)
4. SATYAKI BHATTACHARJEE (SGD- 57)
5. MOMITA ADHIKARI (SGD- 53)
6. DIPANJAN SARKAR (SGD- 13)
7. LAXMI NARAYAN GUPTA (SGD- 29)
8. UTPAL ROY (SGD- 55)
9. PINKY DAS (SGD- 07)
10. BINAY CHETRY (SGD- 19)

APO/Rectt.